MASKS AND
PPE
COGES SOLUTION

experience + innovation

NECESSARY HARDWARE

UNICA
High precision 6-tube changegiver coin mechanism with
integrated cashless

COGES ENGINE PLUS
Multistandard payment
system for vending machines
Some features described in this
guide are available in the 2MB
version of Coges Engine Plus
system.

MYKEY MIFARE

NEBULAR

Nebular is the Coges
solution for the
CONNECTIVITY of the
vending machine.

TECHNICAL PORTAL

Nebular includes an online
technical portal for the creation,
modification and sending of prices
and parameters and configurations
remotely to the payment system.

PRODUCT MANAGEMENT

Nebular allows you to manage
the product database through an
intuitive planogram and it records
transactions in real time for each
product.

KEYS MANAGEMENT

Nebular allows you to remotely view
the credit of each key in real time,
as well as the history of all sales
and all top-ups made.

CONTROLLED SALES

To allow the FREE SUPPLY of masks and other
PPE, simply set up the payment system for
FREE SALES on specific price lines.

AVOID WASTE
It is possible to LIMIT THE SUPPLY to a certain number of masks per day
or per week by setting the controlled sales on specific price lines.

Supply limits can also be DIFFERENTIATED by key / Mifare category,
granting a greater number of PPE to particular categories of users.
For example, a maximum of 3 masks per day for factory workers and 2
masks for office employees, also using the same vending machine.

TIME SCHEDULES

If the employer desires that the free
distribution of masks occurs only during
the working time, it is enough to set on the
payment system some time schedules

The time schedules
also allow you to SET
DIFFERENTIATED PRICES
(free / paid).

Controlled sale settings can be
changed remotely via Nebular.

STOCK MANAGEMENT

Nebular allows you to monitor the STOCK OF
PRODUCTS in real time even from a distance.

ALARMS
It is possible to set alarms to be alerted
when the stock in storage approaches the
minimum.

The alarm can be set for all products or
only for specific price lines.

SALES CONTROL

Nebular records for each sale:
 location and description of the vending
machine
 the exact day and time of collection
 serial code of the key / Mifare token

The data can be viewed on the portal,
integrated into the ERP or EXPORTED to
share the report with the customer.

Nebular also helps to REDUCE THE
FREQUENCY AND DURATION OF
TECHNICAL VISITS to the vending machine:
the system programming parameters can
be updated remotely directly from the office.
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PURCHASE HISTORY FOR THE USER

The new MyKey allows the user to register on
a WEB SHOWCASE dedicated to the Operator,
framing the QR code printed on each key.

If the Operator uses Nebular, the
registered user will have access to
additional functions, such as:
 see his credit on key
 send comments / feedbacks
 contact the Operator directly from
mobile or computer

In addition, the user will be able to view
his CONSUMPTION HISTORY (only with
connected VMCs), monitoring himself the
number of masks and PPE taken.

PRODUCT VAT MANAGEMENT

Nebular allows the setting of a
differentiated VAT between the different
price lines, in order to be able to sell food
and non-food products at the same vending
machine.

Would you like to know more? Our sales
network will be happy to give you more
information.
Click here to find the nearest dealer.
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